The performance of IACT's arrays is sensitive to the altitude and geomagnetic field (GF) of the observatory site. Both effects play important role in the region of the sub-TeV gamma-ray measurements. We investigate the influence of GF on detection rates and the energy thresholds for five possible locations of the future CTA observatory using the Monte Carlo simulations. We conclude that the detection rates of gamma-rays and the energy thresholds of the arrays can be fitted with linear functions of the altitude and the component of the GF perpendicular to the shower axis core. These results can be directly extrapolated for any possible localization of the CTA. In this paper we also show the influence of both geophysical effects on the images of shower and gamma/hadron separation.
Introduction
Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes (IACT) detect gamma rays using the Cherenkov images of their electromagnetic showers developing in the atmosphere. The IACT technique has rapidly advanced over the last 20 years (see, e.g., a review in [1] ) and, with the current generation of IACT instruments [2, 3, 4] , it is now the most accurate and sensitive detection technique in the very high energy gammaray astronomy. The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA), the next generation of IACT detectors, is expected to improve the sensitivity of present observatories by an order of magnitude, covering the energy range from a few tens of GeV to hundreds of TeV [5] .
In this paper we study the geomagnetic field (GF) effect, disturbing the IACT technique, which may set an inherent limit on the performance of CTA, especially at low energies. Charged particles in atmospheric showers are deflected by the Earth's magnetic field, which changes the geometry of the light pool 1 (as directions of photons from e + and e − are deflected in opposite directions) and also leads to distortions of shower images. We thoroughly investigate the first, geometrical effect, i.e. the influence of GF on the probability of registering a gamma ray due to changes in Cherenkov photon density on the ground. We also quantify the changes of image parameters crucial for the gamma/hadron separation and the direction reconstruction, which allows us to discuss trends in the quality of the separation and reconstruction procedures for the changing magnitude of the GF effect.
We focus here on the subarrays of several large telescopes of CTA, which are dedicated for high sensitivity observations below 100 GeV. Then, our results illustrate directly the impact of the GF effect on the energy threshold of the whole observatory, but qualitatively similar effects may be expected also in other classes of telescopes around their threshold energies.
Apart from the local GF at an observatory location, the IACT performance at low energies may be significantly affected by its altitude (cf. [6] ). In this paper we consider five potentially interesting sites for CTA (cf. section 11 in [5] ). We provide the site-specific information, however, we aim also to derive some more general properties. For each site we study different directions of observation corresponding to different strength of the magnetic field. Then, to disentangle effects due to the altitude and to the GF, for each site we analyse also the IACT performance with vanishing GF. See [7] for more details. Table 1 gives the geophysical data for the sites considered in this paper. We use the standard parametrization of the GF (see [8] ), B ≡ (H, 0, Z), with the x-axis pointing to the local magnetic north, the y-axis pointing eastward and the z-axis oriented downwards.
GF at the candidate sites
Charged particles in the shower observed at the zenith angle θ and the azimuthal angle φ are deflected by the Lorentz force which is proportional to the component of B perpendicular to the observation direction B ⊥ which is a function of the azimuthal angle φ , zenithal angle θ and local GF components H and Z, see Table 1 . Fig. 1 illustrates the dependence of the transverse GF on the observation direction. The change of the sign of the Z component between the southern and northern hemisphere results in an opposite dependence on the azimuthal angle in southern and northern sites.
For our simulations we choose θ = 30 • , which allows to study large ranges of the strength of the transverse GF by changing φ and moreover is critical for observations in the low energy range.
MC simulations
We use CTA Monte Carlo tools to simulate the development of both gamma-ray and proton showers and telescope 33RD response. Afterwards, we apply image-analysis procedures to the simulated data. The EAS (Extensive Air Shower) simulations are performed using the CORSIKA 6.98 code adapted for CTA [9, 10] ; the code includes the description of the influence of GF on EAS. We simulate showers induced by primary gamma rays from a point-like source and by protons arriving from a cone with an opening full angle of 14
• . The basic parameters used in simulations are given in Table 2 . At each site we consider the azimuthal angles φ = 0 • and 180 • , corresponding to the minimum and maximum value of B ⊥ (for θ = 30 • ). We also make a more detailed study for one specific site, in Namibia, by considering seven azimuthal angles between φ = 0 • and 180 • with uniform steps of 30
• . For each site we consider also the case of vanishing GF, to illustrate effects due to the change of the altitude.
For the simulations of the telescope response we use the CTA sim telarray software [10, 11] with the default parameter set of the telescope and camera systems assumed in the production-1: first CTA MC mass production (see, Fig. 18 and Chapt. 8 of [5] or Chapt. 6 of [12] ). The production-1 parameters crucial for our simulations are given in Table 3 . As an example, we have investigated various trigger configurations, with different number of triggered telescopes, N, required to register an event. However, we found that there are no noticeable differences between our results for different N, especially concerning the GF effect, apart from the obvious property of systematically higher energy thresholds and smaller detection rates for Table 2 : Basic parameters used in CORSIKA simulations. systems with higher N. Then, in this paper we present only our results for N = 2. We consider two telescope layouts presented in Fig. 2 , namely arrays E LST and K LST with 4 and 5 Large Size Telescopes (LST), respectively.
We analyse the images obtained from sim telarray simulations using the read cta program (which is an internal component of the CTA simulation package). After the image cleaning, for which we use the tail-cuts of 5.5/11 photo-electrons (pe), we get the image parameters discussed in Sec. 4.2.
Results

Energy thresholds and trigger rates
In this section we present basic trigger level parameters, which can be used to describe the performance of groundbased gamma ray detectors, cf. [13] .
To illustrate the altitude effect (cf. [6, 14] ), we show in Fig. 3a the energy thresholds for the sites with neglected GF. The energy threshold decrease with increasing altitude due to two effects. First, the atmospheric transmission for Cherenkov light is higher, as the air mass between the shower maximum and the telescope is lower, at higher altitudes. Second, the light pool area is smaller (an obvious geometrical effect) and, hence, the Cherenkov photons density at distances close to the core axis is higher at higher altitudes. These two effects are important only for low energy showers, which produce Cherenkov light intensities not exceeding significantly the threshold level for triggering a telescope. For the telescope parameters and sites assumed in this work, the dependence of the energy threshold on the altitude of the array can be well described by a linear function, see Fig. 3a . Extrapolating it to higher altitudes we get E th ≈ 7 GeV at 5 km a.s.l., in approximate agreement with [6] . 33RD Fig. 4 shows a similar summary for the total trigger rate, R tot , obtained by integrating R(E) over the total energy range range (from 3 GeV to 1 TeV). Both quantities are shown as functions of B ⊥ . Remarkably, they appear to scale linearly with B ⊥ at a fixed altitude.
We note that the values of R tot and E th for array K LST (with 5 telescopes) are systematically different from those presented in Figs 3 and 4 for array E LST . Specifically, R tot is larger by a factor of 1.2, however, the slopes of R tot (B ⊥ ) and E th (B ⊥ ) are the same as for array E LST .
Image parameters and γ/hadron separation
The separation of the gamma-ray signal from the dominating hadronic background is a fundamental issue in the IACT technique. An effective way to separate gamma rays from the background exploits the differences in the distributions of the image parameters for gamma and hadronic showers. Those differences are used by most of gamma/hadron separation techniques, like scaled cuts and Random Forest (e.g., [15, 16] ).
The Hillas width and length parameters [17] , defined as the second central moments calculated along the minor and major axes of the image, are good separation parameters, at least for large image sizes 2 . Namely, the mean width and length as functions of size (referred to as the width and length profile) are different for gamma rays and hadrons. The broadening of images by the GF effect should be reflected in the length and width distributions or their profiles. Fig. 5a shows the width profiles obtained from our simulated data by dividing the size range into bins and calculating the mean width, <width>, of the width distribution for each bin. For gamma rays, the increase of B ⊥ at a fixed h leads to the increase of <width> at sizes exceeding 100 pe, e.g. <width> increases by ∼ 20% with the increase of B ⊥ from 0 to 40 µT. The protonic images, being intrinsically broader than the gamma images, are much less affected by both the GF and the altitude -their influence on the protonic width profiles appears insignificant.
Neglecting the GF effect, we find that for gamma rays the mean width, for a given size bin, increases with increasing altitude, see Fig. 5a , which effect results simply from the decreasing distance between the telescope and the shower maximum, see [14] .
The mentioned, scaled cuts technique uses the widths (or, similarly, lengths) scaled to values expected for gamma rays. In a given size range, the scaled width distribution is computed as w s ≡ (width − < w >)/σ width , where < w > and σ width are the mean width and standard deviation. cuts are the number of gamma (hadron) events that passed the image cleaning and a given separation procedure, respectively. Given the difference in the gamma and hadron width distributions illustrated in Fig. 5a , even a simple cut, e.g. accepting only events with w s < 1, results in efficient rejection of hadrons (except for small sizes). Fig. 5b shows values of the quality factor for the w s cut, with w s < 1, at Salta, Namibia and Tenerife sites. At small sizes, the separation quality is poor and differences between different altitudes or GF strengths are small. However, the differences increase with increasing size (and quality factor); we note that both the increase of the altitude from 1.8 to 3.6 km a.s.l. and the increase of B ⊥ from 0 to 40 µT results in a similar reduction of the QF-as could be expected from magnitudes of effects illustrated in Fig. 5a .
We check that by introducing the direction cut in Θ image parameter, defined as the angular distance between the simulated and the reconstructed directions of the primary gamma ray, we get a much better separation. For example, accepting only events with Θ 2 < 0.05 deg 2 , we get QF > 5 even for small sizes.
Angular resolution
As pointed out in previous studies, the reconstruction accuracy is affected by both the GF strength [18] and the altitude [14] . The former effect involves the change of the orientation of the individual shower images by the GF, which obviously spoils the direction reconstruction.
The angular resolution Θ 68% , containing the fraction of 68%, of events in the distribution of the reconstructed event directions, is presented in Fig. 6 . The increase of B ⊥ by 40 µT results in a very strong degradation of the angular resolution, by a factor of three stronger than the degradation resulting from the increase of the altitude by 1.8 km. The influence of the geophysical parameters on the angular resolution is slightly weaker at higher energies, however, the change is small. E.g. above the primary energy of 200 GeV the effects are only by ≈ 10% weaker than in a lowest energy regime.
Summary and discussion
We have studied the influence of two geophysical factors, the local GF and altitude, on the low-energy performance of the planned CTA observatories. We quantify the changes of the performance parameters, which may be used to balance the geophysical conditions against other criteria for site selection. We derive an approximately linear scaling of the trigger-level threshold energy and detection rates with both B ⊥ and h, which is a novel result.
Regarding the altitude effect, the possibility of the detection of ∼ 10 GeV photons at altitudes of ∼ 5 km was considered already in [6] .
We made a basic estimation of the distortion of image parameters, which are crucial for the gamma/hadron separation and the direction reconstruction. As previously suggested by [14] , and confirmed in our calculations, the gains in trigger efficiency with increasing altitude are significantly reduced at the analysis level, as the extra photons have images which are less suitable for the separation. We confirm also the conclusion of [18] that the rotation of images by the GF may be the major obstacle in the IACT performance. We find that the maximum changes of the GF and altitude considered here (i.e. 40 µT and 1.8 km) have similar (in magnitude) effects in the distortion of width profiles and in the efficiency of the scaled width cuts. On the other hand, the GF effect is much stronger (by a factor of ∼ 3) in the angular resolution and in the related efficiency of the direction cuts. We notice that while the trigger-level effects are important only at low energies (around the threshold), the effects in the hadron rejection efficiency or in the reconstruction quality are significant at all energies.
Among the five considered sites, only the Argentinian sites have notably better, trigger-level performance parameters than the remaining sites. In the post-analysis performance the GF effect will be strengthened and the altitude effect weakened, however, we note again that we regard the trigger-level information as more basic because it does not depend on the assumed analysis procedure.
